UM1898
User manual
Getting started with the BLUEVOICELINK1 Bluetooth LE and
digital MEMS microphones software expansion for STM32Cube

Introduction
This document describes how to get started with the BLUEVOICELINK1 software.
BLUEVOICELINK1 provides a complete example of an STM32 application to stream audio acquired by
digital MEMS microphones via Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE). The package includes the
OSX.BLUEVOICE library (under OPEN.AUDIO license), which is middleware that implements a vendorspecific profile defining a service composed of an audio and a synchronization characteristic. Two
devices are involved in the half-duplex communication system: a central unit and a peripheral unit. As
part of a bidirectional communication system, both modules can act as transmitter or receiver of the
audio communication, depending on the active channel. When a module is in a “streaming” state, the
application is responsible for audio acquisition, data compression and packetization of the ADPCM
compressed audio to be streamed over BLE in accordance with the BlueVoice Profile specification.
Conversely, if a module is in “receiving” state, the application is responsible for the decompression of
ADPCM audio data received via BLE and for USB streaming of decoded PCM samples (thus
implementing a USB Audio In class).
Audio is transmitted in the form of periodic notifications containing compressed audio data, from the
module acting as transmitter to the module acting as receiver. The application is easily portable across
different MCU families thanks to STM32Cube. This package contains firmware for the central unit and
firmware for the peripheral unit, allowing half-duplex voice streaming over BLE.
The software provides an example application for STM32 Nucleo platforms equipped with the XNUCLEO-IDB04A1 expansion board featuring the BlueNRG network module and the X-NUCLEOCCA02M1 expansion board, which uses two MP34DT01-M digital MEMS microphones.
The software is based on STM32Cube technology.
Information about STM32Cube is available on st.com at: http://www.st.com/stm32cube.
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Acronyms and abbreviations
Table 1: Acronyms and abbreviations
Term
MEMS

Description
Micro electro-mechanical systems

PDM

Pulse density modulation

PCM

Pulse code modulation

ADPCM

Adaptive differential pulse code modulation

USB

Universal Serial Bus

BSP

Board support package

HAL

Hardware abstraction layer

BLE

Bluetooth Low Energy

IDE

Integrated development environment

UUID

Universally unique identifier

ATT

Attribute protocol

GATT

Generic attribute profile

GAP

Generic access profile
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2

BLUEVOICELINK1 software description

2.1

Overview
The key features of the BLUEVOICELINK1 package are:








Complete middleware to acquire digital MEMS microphone (MP34DT01-M) output in
PDM format and convert it in PCM (16 bit – 16 kHz)
Very low power Bluetooth Low Energy (BlueNRG) single-mode network processor,
compliant with Bluetooth core specification 4.0
OSX.BLUEVOICE voice-over-BLE profile library (under OPEN.AUDIO license) to
enable half-duplex compressed speech transmission over Bluetooth Low Energy
Audio input class USB driver to allow the recognition of the device as a standard USB
microphone
USB streaming using third-party standard audio recording tools
Easy portability across different MCU families thanks to STM32Cube
Avaliable sample implementation on X-NUCLEO-CCA02M1 and X-NUCLEOIDB04A1, when both are connected to one NUCLEO-F401RE

This software demonstrates half-duplex compressed speech transmission between a
central and a peripheral unit over Bluetooth Low Energy, leveraging the BlueNRG network
module and digital MEMS microphone (MP34DT01-M).
Both modules can act as transmitter or receiver in half-duplex communication, but only one
module can act as transmitter and one module can act as receiver at the same time. On
the module selected to act as transmitter, the microphones' PDM output is acquired and
converted to ADPCM by the STM32 and sent via BLE to the other module. The STM32 on
the other module is responsible for speech decompression and USB streaming, exploiting
the capabilities of the included audio-input USB standard driver. Both devices are
recognized as a standard single-channel USB microphone by Windows or any Unix-like
system, and thus can perform audio streaming to a host system for recording and further
processing.
The package includes both central and peripheral module firmware packages that
developers can use to start experimenting with the code.

2.2

Architecture
The software is based on the STM32CubeHAL hardware abstraction layer for the STM32
microcontroller.
The package provides a board support package (BSP) for the Bluetooth Low Energy (XNUCLEO-IDB04A1) and the digital MEMS microphone (X-NUCLEO-CCA02M1) expansion
boards, together with a set of middleware components for audio acquisition, voice
transmission over Bluetooth Low Energy and USB Audio In class implementation.
The application makes use of the following software layers:
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STM32Cube HAL layer: The HAL driver layer provides a generic multi-instance simple
set of APIs (application programming interfaces) to interact with the upper layers
(application, libraries and stacks). It is composed of generic and extension APIs. It is
directly built around a generic architecture and allows the layers that are built upon,
such as the middleware layer, to implement their functionalities without dependencies
on the specific hardware configuration for a given microcontroller unit (MCU). This
structure improves library code reusability and guarantees easy portability to other
devices.
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Board support package (BSP) layer: The software package needs to support the
peripherals on the STM32 Nucleo board apart from the MCU. This software is
included in the board support package (BSP). This is a limited set of APIs which
provides a programming interface for certain board specific peripherals, e.g. the LED,
user button, etc. This interface also helps in identifying the specific board version. If
there is a Bluetooth Low Energy expansion board, it provides a set of API for
initializiation and communication with the BlueNRG component, while for microphone
acquisition boards it provides APIs for audio acquisition and processing.

The following diagram illsutrates the software architecture of the package for the
BLUEVOICELINK1 application:
Figure 1: BLUEVOICELINK1 software architecture

2.3

Folder structure
The folder structure of the BLUEVOICELINK1 package is shown below:
Figure 2: BLUEVOICELINK1 package folder structure

The following folders are included in the software package:


Documentation: contains a compiled HTML file generated from the source code and
documentation which details the software components and APIs.
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Drivers: contains the HAL drivers, the board specific drivers for each supported board
or hardware platform and the CMSIS layer which is a vendor-independent hardware
abstraction layer for the Cortex-M processor series.

Middlewares: contains libraries and protocols related to the PDM-to-PCM conversion
process, audio-input USB driver, BlueNRG Bluetooth Low Energy network module and
to OSX.BLUEVOICE library.

Projects: contains central and peripheral applications to demonstrate voice
transmission over BLE. Both projects are provided for the NUCLEO-F401RE platform
with three development environments (IAR Embedded Workbench for ARM, RealView
Microcontroller Development Kit (MDK-ARM) and Ac6 System Workbench for
STM32).

2.4

APIs
Detailed technical information about the APIs available to the user can be found in a
compiled HTML file located inside the “Documentation” folder of the software package.

2.5

BlueVoice profile description

2.5.1

Bluetooth Low Energy
This section describes the design of the application with regard to the Bluetooth Low
Energy architecture.

2.5.1.1

Generic access profile (GAP)
Bluetooth Low Energy 4.0 communications can be either broadcast or connection-based.
The BlueVoice application deploys a connection-based communication paradigm insofar as
it provides a permanent point-to-point link between two devices. Data sent through a BLE
connection is organized through an additional protocol layer, the Generic Attribute Profile
(GATT).
Connections involve two separate roles, as specified in Bluetooth Specification v 4.1 [1]:




The Central role supports multiple connections and is the initiator for all connections
with devices in the peripheral role. Devices supporting the central role require a
controller that supports the controller’s master role and generally supports more
complex functions compared to the other BLE GAP roles.
The Peripheral role is optimized for devices that support a single connection and are
less complex than central devices. Devices supporting the peripheral role may just
support the controller’s slave role. They follow the Central’s (master) timing to
exchange data with it.
Figure 3: BlueVoice Profile master-slave GAP role assignment

Central and peripheral role assignement is consistent with the asymmetric design concept
of BLE where the device with a lower energy source is given less to do: a slave cannot
initiate complex procedures, whereas a master manages communication timing, adaptive
frequency hopping, sets encryption, and so on. A portable device provided with a coin-size
battery is typically suitable to be implemented as a slave. Nevertheless, it must be noted
that, according to the specification [4] (see also [5] ), data can be sent independently by
8/36
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either device at each connection event and the roles do not impose restrictions in data
throughput or priority. In a half-duplex communication scheme, BlueVoice role assignment
is therefore decoupled from "transmitter" or "receiver" functionality.

2.5.1.2

Generic attribute profile (GATT)
The Bluetooth SIG GATT specification provides a set of predefined profiles to ensure
interoperability between devices from different vendors that implement use cases such as
Proximity Profile, to detect the presence or absence of nearby devices, Glucose Profile to
transfer glucose levels, or Health Thermometer Profile, to transfer body temperature
readings. In addition, the Bluetooth specification allows custom definition of so-called
vendor-specific profiles for use cases not covered by the standard.
GATT defines client and server roles of interacting devices that are independent of the
master-central and slave-peripheral GAP roles described above:



Client performs service discovery to inquire about presence and nature of server
attributes. It sends requests to a server and accepts responses and server-initiated
updates.
Server accepts requests, commands and confirmations from a client and sends
responses back. It can also send server-initiated updates. It stores data organized in
attributes as specified in the ATT (Attribute Protocol).

Considering a monodirectional audio streaming asymmetric system, the only device that
has voice information is the one provided with a microphone that must therefore be
considered the server of the communication. The other device acts as client, sending
request to the server and accepting server-initiated updates containing audio data.
In a bidirectional system, where voice signals travel in either direction, the architecture is
symmetric: both the central and the peripheral modules are provided with a microphone
and may act as servers, exporting audio data organized in attributes. At the same time,
they can also act as clients, sending requests and accepting initiated updates from the
other module. The illustration below shows this mechanism: both Central and Peripheral
act as Server and Client.
Figure 4: BlueVoice Profile GATT role assignment

In both directions, streaming audio data transmission is based on periodic server-to-client
notifications which do not require a request or response from the receiving device. Serverinitiated updates are sent as asynchronous notification packets which include the handle of
a characteristic value attribute along with its current value.

2.5.1.3

Connection establishment
The diagram below shows an example of how a connection between two nodes starts.
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Figure 5: BLE connection creation

According to the BLE specification, at power-up the peripheral unit goes into advertising
mode and starts sending advertising packets at low frequency. Conversely, the central unit
module goes in discovery mode, looking for other devices. As soon as it detects the
presence of a slave device by receiving an advertisement packet, it sends a connection
request. After the connection establishment phase, notifications carrying audio data are
periodically sent from server to client, according to the selected direction: peripheral-tocentral or central-to-peripheral.

2.5.1.4

BlueVoice service
The Attribute Protocol (ATT) is used by GATT as a transport protocol to exchange data
between devices. The smallest entities defined by ATT, called attributes, are addressable
pieces of information that may contain user data or meta-information regarding the
architecture of the attributes themselves, as stored in the server and as exchanged
between client and server. Attributes are described by the following fields (the following
section is derived from [2], which includes an in-depth description of Heart Rate Service):
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Handle: a unique 16-bit identifier for each attribute on a particular GATT server. It
makes each attribute addressable, and it is guaranteed not to change.
Type: a 16-, 32-, or 128-bit UUID (Universally Unique Identifier) that determines the
kind of data present in the value of the attribute. Besides standard and profile UUIDs,
proprietary and vendor-specific UUIDs can also be legally used in custom
implementations such as BlueVoice.
Permissions: metadata describing ATT data access permissions, encryption, and
authorization.
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Value: the actual data content of the attribute. This is the part of an attribute that a
client can access (if permitted) to both read and write.

GATT server attributes are organized as a sequence of services, each starting with a
service declaration attribute marking its beginning. Each service groups one or more
characteristic; and each characteristics can include zero or more descriptors.
Since the use case of audio streaming is not part of the predefined set of profiles, the
BlueVoice application defines a vendor-specific service called BlueVoice Service (BVS)
exposing the users voice to a client device. Two different services are exported on the
central and peripheral unit, called BVS-Central and BVS-Peripheral, respectively.
The figure below illustrates the instance of BVS-Peripheral on the peripheral device.
Figure 6: BVS-Peripheral: BlueVoice Service definition on peripheral device

With reference to this figure, BlueVoice service is described by the following attributes:


Handle 0x0010 - This attribute contains the service declaration for the BlueVoice
Service Peripheral, specifying the following attributes.

UUID: the standard 16-bit UUID for a primary service declaration, UUID primary
service (0x2800).

Value: the value is the proprietary 128-bit UUID for the BlueVoice Service
Peripheral (BVS UUID: 0xD973F2E0B19E11E29E960800200C9A66).

Two characteristics compose BVS Peripheral service: Audio and Sync. Audio characteristic
expose actual compressed audio data, while the Sync characteristic exposes side
information used to implement a synch mechanism.
They are structured as follows:


Audio characteristic

Handle 0x0011 - This attribute contains the Audio characteristic declaration. Its
attribute fields are the following:

UUID: the standard 16-bit UUID for a characteristic declaration, UUID
characteristic (0x2803).

Value: the characteristic properties for this characteristic are notify only, the
characteristic value handle is 0x0012, and the characteristic value UUID is
the UUID for Audio-Peripheral Data (Audio-Peripheral UUID:
0xD973F2E1B19E11E29E960800200C9A66).

Handle 0x0012 - This attribute contains the characteristic value, in this case
audio data. Its attribute fields are the following:

UUID: the same UUID present in the last 16 bytes of the characteristic
definition’s attribute value.

Permissions: None.

Value: the actual audio data.

Handle 0x0013 - This attribute contains the Client Characteristic Configuration,
defining how the characteristic may be configured by a specific client. Its attribute
fields are the following:
DocID027880 Rev 1
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UUID: the standard 16-bit UUID for a Client Characteristic Configuration
(0x2902).

Permissions: Read/Write.

Value:

Bit 0

0: Notifications disabled

1: Notifications enabled

Bit 1

0: Indications disabled

1: Indications enabled

Sync characteristic

Handle 0x0014 - This attribute contains the synchronization characteristic
declaration. Its attribute fields are the following:

UUID: the UUID is the standard 16-bit UUID for a characteristic declaration,
UUID characteristic (0x2803).

Value: the properties for this characteristic are notify only, the characteristic
value handle is 0x0015, and the characteristic value UUID is the UUID for
Sync-Peripheral Data (Sync-Peripheral UUID:
0xD973F2E2B19E11E29E960800200C9A66).

Handle 0x0015 - This attribute contains the characteristic value, in this case sync
data. Its attribute fields are the following:

UUID: the same UUID present in the last 16 bytes of the characteristic
definition’s attribute value.

Permissions: None.

Value: the actual sync data.

Handle 0x0016 - This attribute contains the Client Characteristic Configuration,
defining how the characteristic may be configured by a specific client. Its attribute
fields are the following:

UUID: the standard 16-bit UUID for a Client Characteristic Configuration
(0x2902).

Permissions: Read/Write.

Value:

Bit 0

0: Notifications disabled

1: Notifications enabled

Bit 1

0: Indications disabled

1: Indications enabled
The BlueVoice Service Central exported by the Central Device has a specific structure, as
shown in the figure below.
Figure 7: BVS-Central: BlueVoice Service definition on Central Device

BlueVoice UUIDs are summarized in the following:
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Figure 8: BlueVoice UUID

Consistent with the hierarchical architecture of BLE services, other characteristics may be
added in future releases of the BlueVoice application as part of the BVS, such as the
possibility for a client to configure certain parameters of the server device: volume,
enabling/disabling of processing algorithms, etc.
The BVS profile exported by the server exposes to a client device how data is organized in
terms of type and format, and how it can be accessed.

2.5.2

Audio processing
The audio processing part of the BLUEVOICELINK1 application is designed to achieve the
target of an audio sampling frequency of 16 kHz at receiver side, which is generally
considered a convenient trade-off between audio quality and bandwidth occupation for
voice signals. Audio signals transmitted over the BLE link are compressed via ADPCM
(adaptive differential pulse code modulation) in order to fit into the available data rate while
at the same time minimizing radio transmission time and power consumption. On a halfduplex channel, only one node at a time acts as a Tx module while the other acts as a Rx
module.
The diagram below shows the speech processing chain considering peripheral-to-central
communication: a 1-bit PDM signal at 1 MHz is converted to 16-bit PCM samples at 16
kHz, compressed into 4-bit ADPCM samples at a frequency of 16 ksamples/s, ready to be
transmitted together with ADPCM side information data. The resulting bandwidth to be
transmitted is 64 kbps of audio data plus 300 bps of side information. The same processing
chain and bandwidth is implemented for communication in the opposite direction (centralto-peripheral).
Figure 9: BLUEVOICELINK1 chain: Peripheral-to-Central communication

The following describes the blocks composing the solutions.

DocID027880 Rev 1
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PDM filter
The digital MEMS microphone is designed to output a digital signal in pulse density
modulation (PDM) format. The analog signal from the MEMS microphone sensing element
is amplified, sampled at a high rate and quantized in the PDM modulator, which combines
the operations of quantization and noise shaping, giving as output a single bit at the high
sampling rate. The noise shaping mechanism ensures quantization of noise density that is
not constant over frequency. The resulting high-frequency one-bit signal has low
quantization noise in the audio band and high noise at higher frequencies. In a PDM signal,
the amplitude of the original analog signal is represented by the density of pulses: full
positive waveforms are all 1's and full negative waveforms are all 0's.
Pulse code modulation (PCM) is chosen as an intermediate step between PDM and
compressed audio data that will be actually sent over BLE. In fact, PCM is a representation
method widely adopted in many commercial systems. To convert the PDM stream to PCM
data, decimation filters are tipically used: in this application the conversion is performed
exploiting a conversion library named PDMLib. It consists of two parts, a decimation filter
converting 1-bit PDM data to PCM data, followed by two individually-configurable IIR filters
(low pass and high pass). The first stage of decimation is used to reduce the sampling
frequency, followed by a high pass filter to remove the signal DC offset. The reconstructed
audio is in 16-bit PCM format.
Further information can be found in the relevant application note available on st.com [2] .

2.5.2.2

ADPCM compression
PCM samples are compressed to save bandwidth: the ITU-T G.726 adaptive differential
pulse code modulation (ADPCM) is selected from among the possible compression
standards. ADPCM is an audio algorithm for lossy waveform coding, which consists in
predicting the current signal value from previous values, and transmitting only the
difference between the real and the predicted value, quantized by using an adaptive
quantization step. Such difference is encoded using fewer bits than the original signal. In
the BLUEVOICELINK1 application each 16-bit PCM sample is encoded into 4-bit ADPCM
data so that, considering an audio sampling frequency of 16 kHz, the resulting bandwidth is
64 kbps, which fits nicely within BlueNRG data rate capability.
The ADPCM algorithm used by BLUEVOICELINK1 application compresses digital voice
signals encoded as follows:
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Audio format: PCM
Audio sample size: 16 bits
Channels: 1 (mono)
Audio sample rate: 16 kHz
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Figure 10: ADPCM encode-decode schema

The BLUEVOICELINK1 application implements a modified version of the compression
algorithm where, in order to improve the robustness of the communication, an additional
low data rate channel with side information is added to the ADPCM quantized values,
slightly increasing the overall bit-rate to an average of 64.3 Kbps.
Internal buffering as required by ADPCM compression implementation is shown in Figure
11: "ADPCM packet mechanism": 16-bit PCM samples generated by the acquisition engine
are encoded in 8-bit temporary samples with 4-bit of actual information (u8 ADPCM_app
buffer in the diagram) and then are encapsulated in 8-bit samples containing information of
two PCM samples (u8 ADPCM buffer).
Figure 11: ADPCM packet mechanism

ADCPM decoding on the Rx side is performed in symmetric manner.

2.5.3

Packetization
The transmission data rate for streaming data is obtained by proper design of:


the value of the connection interval.
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the amount of data sent in each connection interval, composed of a number of packets
per connection interval and user data payload for each packet.
The BLUEVOICELINK1 application conforms to the following requirements:



constant bitrate is allocated to audio data by means of the chosen ADPCM
compression.
small connection interval be used in order to minimize the overall audio latency.

The BLUEVOICELINK1 application has been implemented as follows. A connection
interval has been set to conn_int=10 ms, and a target of 64 kbps constant data rate is
achieved by sending 80 bytes of ADPCM data (640 bits) at each connection event.
Consistent with the BLE constraint of maximum packet payload maxPayload = 20 bytes per
packet (160 bit), 4 packets of 20 bytes are sent per average connection event. In addition,
ADPCM side information is sent at a lower frequency via an additional smaller packet sent
at regular intervals.
The solution is shown in Figure 12: "BLE packets": 4 data packets of 20 bytes are sent at
each connection interval of 10 ms, while ADPCM side information is sent as an additional
packet once every 160 ms.
Figure 12: BLE packets

2.6

BLUEVOICELINK1 application description
The BLUEVOICELINK1 central and peripheral applications using the X-NUCLEOCCA02M1 and X-NUCLEO-IDB04A1 expansion boards with the NUCLEO-F401RE board
are provided in the “Projects” directory. Ready-to-build projects are available for multiple
IDEs. In order to demonstrate half-duplex speech communication over BLE using the
BlueVoice Profile specification, central and peripheral application projects are included in
the package. As part of a bidirectional communication system, both BlueVoice modules can
act as transmitter or receiver of the voice communication, depending on the active channel.
When a module is in “streaming” state, the application is responsible for audio acquisition,
data compression and packetization of the ADPCM compressed audio to be streamed over
BLE, according to the BlueVoice Profile specification (see previous section). Conversely, if
a module is in “receiving” state, the application is responsible for the decompression of
ADPCM audio data received via BLE and for USB streaming of decoded PCM samples.
After the connection estabilishment phase, the active communication channel is controlled
by the NUCLEO user button on the two modules: Figure 13: "BLUEVOICELINK1: centralperipheral communication diagram" shows how the communication link is set and how
audio streaming is performed. Once the connection is on, if the channel is idle the user can
start streaming by clicking the NUCLEO user button and not clicking it again. If the channel
is not idle, clicking on the user button has no effect.
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Depending on the status of the two modules, LED2 of NUCLEO-F401 has different blinking
patterns:




Initialized: very slow blinking
Connected: normal blinking
Streaming/Receiving: very fast blinking
Figure 13: BLUEVOICELINK1: central-peripheral communication diagram

2.6.1

BLUEVOICELINK1 implementation
In this section, implementation of the BLUEVOICELINK1 application is briefly described:


Initialization

Audio acquisition initialization

PDM to PCM middleware is initialized

The required MCU peripherals are set up making use of the dedicated BSP
function.

Audio IN USB driver initialization

The related descriptor is configured in order to fit the single channel at 16
kHz configuration.

After the configuration phase, the device streams signals to a host device as
a standard single channel USB microphone

BlueNRG component and BLE middleware initialization

OSX.BLUEVOICE library initialization

BLE role specification as central or peripheral.

DocID027880 Rev 1
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The central and peripheral address must be passed to the library in order to
build a point-to-point connection.

Running

HCI_Process: running of the BLE middleware engine.

Application process

Status control: read the BlueVoice Profile status.

Unitialized: BlueVoice Profile is not yet initialized.

Initialized: BlueVoice Profile has been initialized successfully.

Advertisement/Discovery: depending on central or peripheral role,
BlueVoice Profile is in discovery or advertisement mode, respectively.

Connected: central and peripheral modules are connected but
notifications mechanism from the other module is not enabled yet.

Central to peripheral enabled: Peripheral device has enabled
notifications from central device.

Peripheral to central enabled: Central device has enabled notifications
from peripheral device.

Half Duplex Ready: the bidirectional channel is ready and idle.

Streaming: the module is streaming audio data to the other module.

Receiving: the module is receiving audio data from the other module.

OSX.BLUEVOICE StateMachine: responsible for internal status update and
data processing.

2.6.1.1

Streaming state
During the initialization phase, BSP functions of X-NUCLEO-CCA02M1 are used to set up
DMA for audio acquisition via I2S of the PDM signal of the two on-board digital MEMS
microphones with a sample frequency of 1.024 MHz. In streaming mode, the acquisition
engine is turned on: each 1 ms, the I2S DMA interrupt handler is responsible for the
conversion of high frequency PDM data of one of the two microphones to a 16 kHz PCM
audio stream via the PDM to PCM decimation library middleware. The resulting 16
samples/ms are passed to the OSX.BLUEVOICE library, which internally implements a
double buffering mechanism to collect 10 ms of audio that will then be encoded in ADPCM
and sent via BLE autonomously, depending on the status of the module.

2.6.1.2

Receiving state
In receiving state, compressed audio data are received in the form of periodic notifications
from the other module. BlueNRG stack functions are used to handle notification events:
GATT Notification callback is called for any new notification received from the other
module. Received data are passed to the OSX.BLUEVOICE library which decodes the
compressed audio and returns the number of audio samples, if any. Decoded PCM
samples are then sent to the USB driver via the relevant APIs.

2.7

PC audio recording utility example: Audacity
This section describes the use of Audacity, a application that can be used for multiple
channel audio recording. Audacity® is free, open source, cross-platform software for
recording and editing sounds. It is available for Windows®, Mac®, GNU/Linux® and other
operating systems as a freeware audio editing environment
(http://sourceforge.net/projects/audacity/).
To start audio recording, first check the audio input device chosen, which must be STM32
AUDIO streaming in FS mode, then you can start audio recording and performing other
functions using the related buttons.
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Figure 14: Audacity for Windows
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System setup guide

3.1

Hardware description
The BLUEVOICELINK1 application is based on the STM32 Nucleo platform, the XNUCLEO-IDB04A1 expansion board and the X-NUCLEO-CCA02M1 microphone
acquisition expansion board. Figure 15: "BLUEVOICELINK1 application system overview"
shows the system overview. The peripheral unit acts as transmitter while the central unit
acts as receiver of the audio stream.
Figure 15: BLUEVOICELINK1 application system overview

The following subsections describe the individual components.

3.1.1

STM32 Nucleo platform
The STM32 Nucleo boards provide an affordable and flexible way for users to try out new
ideas and build prototypes with any of the STM32 microcontroller lines. The Arduino™
connectivity support and ST Morpho headers make it easy to expand the functionality of
the STM32 Nucleo open development platform with a wide selection of specialized
expansion boards. The STM32 Nucleo board does not require any separate probes, as it
integrates the ST-LINK/V2-1 debugger/programmer. The STM32 Nucleo board comes with
the STM32 comprehensive software HAL library together with various packaged software
examples.
Information about the STM32 Nucleo boards is available on st.com at
http://www.st.com/stm32nucleo.
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Figure 16: Nucleo board

3.1.2

X-NUCLEO-CCA02M1 expansion board
The X-NUCLEO-CCA02M1 is an evaluation board based on digital MEMS microphones. It
is compatible with the Morpho connector layout, and is designed around
STMicroelectronics’ MP34DT01-M digital microphones. There are two microphones
soldered onto board and it offers the possibility to plug in additional microphones using
MP32DT01-based coupon evaluation boards (e.g. STEVAL-MKI129V3).
The X-NUCLEO-CCA02M1 allows the acquisition of up to 2 microphones using the I2S bus
and up to 4 coupon microphones using I2S and SPI together. In addition, it offers a USB
output for the STM32 Nucleo board. It represents a fast and easy solution for the
development of microphone-based applications as well as a starting point for audio
algorithm implementation.
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Figure 17: X-NUCLEO-CCA02M1 board

Information about the X-NUCLEO- CCA02M1 expansion board is available on st.com at
http://www.st.com/x-nucleo.
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Figure 18: Microphone expansion board connected to STM32 Nucleo board

3.1.3

X-NUCLEO-IDB04A1 expansion board
The X-NUCLEO-IDB04A1 is a BlueNRG expansion board that can be used with the STM32
Nucleo system. BlueNRG is a very low power Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) single-mode
network processor, compliant with Bluetooth specification core 4.0.
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Figure 19: X-NUCLEO-IDB04A1 BlueNRG expansion board

Figure 20: X-NUCLEO-IDB04A1 expansion board plugged on top of X-NUCLEO-CCA02M1 and
NUCLEO-F401RE boards

It is recommended to update the BlueNRG fw with the latest version provided on st.com
(6.4 or later).
Information about the X-NUCLEO-IDB04A1 expansion board is available on st.com at
http://www.st.com/x-nucleo.

3.2

Software description
The following software components are needed in order to set up a suitable development
environment for creating applications for the STM32 Nucleo equipped with the BlueNRG
and digital MEMS microphone expansion boards:
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3.3
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BLUEVOICELINK1: an application based on STM32Cube that demonstrates voice
communication over BLE. The BLUEVOICELINK1 firmware and related
documentation is available on www.st.com
Development toolchain and compiler: The STM32Cube expansion software supports
the three following environments:

IAR Embedded Workbench for ARM® (EWARM) toolchain + ST-Link

RealView Microcontroller Development Kit (MDK-ARM) toolchain + ST-LINK

Ac6 System Workbench for STM32 toolchain

Hardware and software setup
This section describes the hardware and software setup procedures. It also describes the
required system setup.

3.3.1

Hardware setup
The following hardware components are needed:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Two STM32 Nucleo Development platforms (order code: NUCLEO-F401RE)
Two digital MEMS microphone expansion boards (order code: X-NUCLEO-CCA02M1)
Two BlueNRG Bluetooh Low Energy expansion boards (order code: X-NUCLEOIDB04A1)
a. The latest BlueNRG firmware version (6.4 or later).
One USB type A to Mini-B USB cable to power up the Tx module.
One USB type A to Mini-B USB cable to power up the Rx module and for USB
streaming.

Both STM32 Nucleo and X-NUCLEO-CCA02M1 expansion boards must be properly
configured in order to run the BLUEVOICELINK1 application.

3.3.1.1

NUCLEO-F401RE board
The Tx STM32 Nucleo board uses the external high-speed clock provided by the on-board
ST-LINK MCU. This frequency cannot be changed, it is fixed at 8 MHz and connected to
PF0/PD0/PH0-OSC_IN of the STM32 microcontroller. The NUCLEO-F401RE board must
be configured as shown in Figure 21: "NUCLEO-F401RE board configuration".
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Figure 21: NUCLEO-F401RE board configuration

Considering the use of NUCLEO-F401RE Rev C-03, in order to obtain the required
configuration, the following modification is needed:


3.3.1.2

Top side

JP5 jumper in position U5V

X-NUCLEO-CCA02M1
The X-NUCLEO-CCA02M1 board, by default, uses a two-microphone configuration even if
only one microphone (M2) is actually used by the BLUEVOICELINK1 application. Figure
22: "X-NUCLEO-CCA02M1 hardware configuration" shows the required configuration.
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Figure 22: X-NUCLEO-CCA02M1 hardware configuration

In order for the device to be recognized as a standard microphone and therefore to stream
audio via USB, it needs to be interfaced directly with the USB peripheral of the STM32
provided on the NUCLEO board. Since the NUCLEO USB mini connector is actually
connected to a serial port via ST-Link, the X-NUCLEO-CCA02M1 expansion board embeds
a mini USB connector that provides a direct interface to it. This connector must therefore
be used in order to stream audio via the STM32.
Please refer to the documentation available at http://www.st.com/x-nucleo for further
information about the X-NUCLEO-CCA02M1 expansion board configuration.

3.3.2

Software setup
This section lists the minimum requirements for the developer to set up the SDK, run the
sample testing scenario based on previous description and customize applications. Please
note that the following section describes the demo setup in a Windows 7 environment.

3.3.2.1

Development toolchains and compilers
Select one of the Integrated Development Environments supported by the STM32Cube
expansion software. Please read the system requirements and setup information provided
by the selected IDE provider.
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Recognition of the device as a standard USB microphone in Windows 7
Both central and peripheral applications include an audio input USB driver that allows the
device to be recognized as a standard USB microphone. After firmware download to MCU
Flash, move JP5 jumper to E5V and connect the X-NUCLEO-CCA02M1 to a PC via a mini
USB cable. The board is recognized correctly in Device Manager, as depicted in below.
Figure 23: STM32 microphone in Device Manager

A last step is required: right-click on the volume icon in the Windows task bar (at the bottom
right of the screen) and choose “recording device”. Then select STM32 microphone and
click on “Properties”. In the “Advanced” tab there is a summary of the current device setup
in terms of sampling frequency and number of channels. You should see the module
recognized as "1 channel, 16000 Hz" microphone as indicated in the illustration below.
Please note that the above proceduremust be perfomed for both the central and peripheral
modules.
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Figure 24: Advanced configuration setup

3.3.3

System setup guide
This section describes how to set up different hardware parts before writing and executing
an application on the STM32 Nucleo board with the BlueNRG and digital MEMS
microphone expansion boards. Please note that the following section describes the demo
setup in a Windows 7 environment.

3.3.3.1

STM32 Nucleo and expansion boards setup
The STM32 Nucleo board integrates the ST-LINK/V2-1 debugger/programmer. The
developer can download the relevant version of the ST-LINK/V2-1 USB driver by searching
for ST-SW-LINK008 or STSW-LINK009 on www.st.com (in accordance with the MS
Windows OS).
The microphone expansion board X-NUCLEO-CCA02M1 can be easily connected to the
STM32 Nucleo motherboard through the MORPHO extension connector ( see Figure 18:
"Microphone expansion board connected to STM32 Nucleo board"). The microphone
expansion board is capable of interfacing with the external STM32 microcontroller on
STM32 Nucleo using I2S and USB.
The BlueNRG expansion board X-NUCLEO-IDB04A1 can be easily connected to the XNUCLEO-CCA02M1 Arduino UNO R3 extension connector (see Figure 20: "X-NUCLEOIDB04A1 expansion board plugged on top of X-NUCLEO-CCA02M1 and NUCLEOF401RE boards") .

3.3.3.2

BLUEVOICELINK1 application setup
This section describes how to set up the BLUEVOICELINK1 application to demonstrate
audio transmission over Bluetooth Low Energy. In the BLUEVOICELINK1 application, two
BLE devices interact with each other in order to set up point-to-point wireless
communication. One of the modules acts as central and the other as peripheral. Refer to
DocID027880 Rev 1
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previous sections for detailed descriptions of hardware and software system setup. In the
following description a single PC is used to demonstrate the half-duplex functionality, but
the same setup is replicable using two PCs.
3.3.3.2.1

Module setup
The following steps must be performed:
1

Connect the X-NUCLEO-CCA02M1 USB connector of the central unit to the PC.
Figure 25: Module setup

2

The STM32 Audio Streaming peripheral appears in device manager.
Figure 26: STM32 recognized as Audio Streaming peripheral

3
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An STM32 microphone appears in the Input selector.
a. In the following STM32 microphone, #2 is considered the Central unit
microphone.
b. Please note that the number associated to the microphone may change for
any connection and for any PC.
Figure 27: Central unit microphone in Audacity

5

Connect the X-NUCLEO-CCA02M1 USB connector of the peripheral unit to a PC.

6

A second STM32 Audio Streaming peripheral appears in Device Manager.
Figure 28: STM32 recognized as Audio Streaming peripheral

7

In Audacity, click on Transport>Rescan Audio Devices

8

Two STM32 microphones should appear in the Input selector
a. In the following STM32 microphone, #4 is considered the Peripheral unit
microphone.
Figure 29: Peripheral unit microphone in Audacity

3.3.3.2.2

Peripheral to central recording
1

Choose the Central unit microphone (#2)
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2 Click Record – silent recording starts.
Figure 30: Audacity recording silence from central unit USB stream

3

Click Peripheral unit user button

4

Streaming starts, voice audio is recorded in Audacity.
a. Peripheral unit streams voice to the Central unit
Figure 31: Audacity recording voice coming from peripheral unit

5
3.3.3.2.3

Clicking the button toggles the streaming status.

Central to peripheral recording
1

Choose the Peripheral unit microphone (#4)

2

Click Record – silent recording starts.
Figure 32: Audacity recording silence from peripheral unit USB stream

3
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Streaming starts, voice audio is recorded in Audacity.
a. Central unit streams voice to the Peripheral unit
Figure 33: Audacity recording voice coming from Central unit

5

Clicking the button toggles the streaming status.
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